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Electricity-Generating Geobacter Bacteria Made Stronger
Geobacter. It's a bacterium that turns waste into electricity in its naturally oxygen-free
environment – and if you stress it out, it adapts to become even better at it.
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That's one way to explain the results of research out of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst into Geobacter's potential to make microbial fuel cells – fuel cells made from living
organisms – a practical reality.

New Research

Professor Derek Lovley has been working with the bacterium since he discovered it living in
mud from the bottom of the Potomac River about 20 years ago. For most of that time, it was
prized for "breathing in" iron and other substances, which made it useful for cleaning
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But in more recent years, Lovley and other researchers have been studying Geobacter's habit of
generating electrons as a byproduct of its respiration process in anaerobic, or oxygen-free,
environments.
It and other microbes do this, which opens up the possibility of harnessing that power in a
microbial fuel cell. So far, the currents generated have been too weak for practical purposes,
however. Also, some of them require additional, often toxic substances to serve as an electron
shuttling mediator.
But the most recent research by Lovley and colleagues – underwritten by the Office of Naval
Research and the Department of Energy – shows that when you give Geobacter colonies a
miniscule "pushback" current on the electrode they're being grown on, they rise to the challenge
by boosting their own conducting capabilities.
Not only did the new strain boost its power output about eightfold, it grew more quickly,
according to researchers whose work is described in the August issue of the journal
Biosensors and Bioelectronics.
Geobacter are particularly good at this because of their pili, tiny hair-like growths about 5
nanometers wide and about 20,000 times as long. They appear to help in the formation of the
bacteria's biofilm, which anchors it to the soil and sediment to which it transfers electrons in its
natural environment, or on electrodes in the lab.
Some future uses of the technology could include powering devices in remote locations like
ocean floors, or generating electricity from the same bioremediation bacteria that clean up
wastewater or contaminated earth, the researchers noted.
Australia's University of Queensland and Fosters Brewing Co. have been testing such a
system that converts wastewater from the brewing process into clean water, carbon dioxide and
a small electrical charge.
And Lebônê Solutions, a Harvard spinout, is seeking to develop microbial fuel cells targeted at
African villages that are off the electricity grid and need small amounts of power to charge
lamps or cell phones (see MIT Technology Review article).
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